The Implications of God Creating Light
God Created Light
Then God said, “Let there be light”; and there was light. (Gen 1:3)
Implication
God only created light once and therefore He would have created it with the same
properties that it has today, including its speed.
God Created the Sun and Moon
Then God said, “Let there be lights in the expanse of the heavens to separate the day from the
night, and let them be for signs and for seasons and for days and years; and let them be for
lights in the expanse of the heavens to give light on the earth”; and it was so. God made the
two great lights, the greater light to govern the day, and the lesser light to govern the
night; (Gen 1:14-16a)
Implication
From the beginning of creation the two purposes of the sun and moon were "to separate
the day from the night" (Gen 1:14,17) and to govern the regularity of "seasons, days, and
years" (Gen 1:14). Since these functions of the sun and moon have remained constant
from creation, the clear implication is that the speed of light has also remained constant
since creation.
God Also Created the Stars
He made the stars also. God placed them in the expanse of the heavens to give light on the
earth, (Gen 1:16b-17)
Implication
The fact that God placed the sun, moon, and stars in the heavens "to give light on the
earth" (Gen 1:17) indicates clearly that the light from the sun, the moon, and the stars was
emitted by that heavenly luminary and traveled from it to the earth. This contradicts the
suggestion that the God created the light from the stars in transit, giving the stars the
appearance of age. That suggestion makes God a deceiver and it is Satan who is the
deceiver (Rev 12:9). If the universe is approximately 7,000 years old, there should be no
stars visible that more than are 7,000 years old. Since the stars did fulfill God's purpose
"to give light on the earth" (Gen 1:16-17), they do reveal the true age of the universe
created by the God of truth.
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